Abstract-We will show that ocean-reflected signals from the global positioning system (GPS) navigation satellite constellation can be detected from a low-earth orbiting satellite and that these signals show rough correlation with independent measurements of the sea winds. We will present waveforms of ocean-reflected GPS signals that have been detected using the experiment onboard the United Kingdom's Disaster Monitoring Constellation satellite and describe the processing methods used to obtain their delay and Doppler power distributions. The GPS bistatic radar experiment has made several raw data collections, and reflected GPS signals have been found on all attempts. The down linked data from an experiment has undergone extensive processing, and ocean-scattered signals have been mapped across a wide range of delay and Doppler space revealing characteristics which are known to be related to geophysical parameters such as surface roughness and wind speed. Here we will discuss the effects of integration time, reflection incidence angle and examine several delay-Doppler signal maps. The signals detected have been found to be in general agreement with an existing model (based on geometric optics) and with limited independent measurements of sea winds; a brief comparison is presented here. These results demonstrate that the concept of using bistatically reflected global navigation satellite systems signals from low earth orbit is a viable means of ocean remote sensing.
I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN electromagnetic radiation scatters off the ocean surface, the scattering process changes the characteristics of the propagating signal in a way that is dependent on the reflecting surface. These changes contain information on the sea surface waves and indirectly on the near-surface meteorological conditions. Most radar-based ocean remote sensing is founded on this general principle. Notably, this concept was quantitatively demonstrated over a half a century ago by Cox and Munk using photographs of the sun glitter off the ocean surface [1] . Since then there have been numerous advancements and demonstrations of this process to remotely sense various ocean phenomenon. However, most of the systems in use to date are actively transmitting radar pulses and then detecting the received power of the backscattered radiation. An alternative concept of ocean remote sensing was proposed by scientists at the European Space Agency in 1993 [2] , 1 and later the same principle was suggested as a tool to sense sea roughness [3] . The concept proposes that a similar technique to that of traditional radar remote sensing can be applied to bistatically reflected signals transmitted from global navigation satellites, such as those of global positioning systems (GPS) and in the future those of the Galileo navigation constellation. Although in a broad sense the techniques of bistatic and traditional radar remote sensing are similar, the scattering processes involved for each could prove to be significantly different. For example, the Bragg scattering that often dominates in traditional radar has been given limited attention so far in the case of forward scattering. This measurement technique is original in several ways, primarily in that it uses a passive receiver for bistatically reflected signals, generated by external sources. This results in greatly reducing the amount of instrumentation required onboard the detection vehicle (i.e., a transmitter is not required), making the practicalities of a spaceborne demonstration of the concept realizable [4] . Second, the unique range coded modulation of the GPS signals, allows for the mapping of received power as a function of both time-delay and Doppler frequency across the ocean surface.
Since the first demonstrated space-based detection of an ocean-reflected GPS signal [5] the research community has been searching for a dedicated experiment to more definitively prove that this concept was viable at spacecraft altitudes. The datasets that have been collected from the GPS bistatic remote sensing experiment onboard the United Kingdom's Disaster Monitoring Constellation (UK-DMC) satellite serves this purpose. This paper will present selected time delay and Doppler profiles of the ocean-reflected signals found in the downlinked data and make initial attempts to link these waveforms to sea winds. Additionally, details of the data processing techniques used to produce the waveforms shown will be described in moderate depth. The comparisons of the detected signals with in situ and remotely sensed sea measurements is the focus of ongoing research [6] , only initial results will be presented here.
II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

A. Instrumentation
A GPS bistatic remote sensing experiment comprising of a GPS receiver, solid state data recorder and antennas was added to the UK-DMC satellite as a secondary payload and launched in October of 2003. The UK-DMC is one of a small constellation of 700 km altitude polar-orbiting satellites intended to image disaster areas and provide images to relief agencies around the globe. A block diagram of the experiment hardware is shown in Fig. 1 .
The satellites of the Disaster Monitoring Constellation normally use two of the GPS antennas for rapid position determination. For this experiment a third, higher gain, downward pointing, left-hand circularly polarized antenna was added for the purposes of detecting ocean-reflected GPS signals. This antenna has a peak gain of 11.8 dBiC and is off pointing 10 "behind" the satellite, which is opposite to the normal satellite velocity vector. The relatively low gain provides a useful benefit, a noticeably larger ocean footprint than could be achieved with a higher gain antenna. For the UK-DMC antenna the along track and cross track 3-dB beamwidth angles are 28 and 67 , respectively, projecting a large area of ocean coverage often encompassing multiple reflections. Additionally, an interface to a solid state data recorder was added to perform raw data logging of the down-converted signals from a single upward-looking navigation antenna as well as for the downward pointing antenna.
The GPS receiver used is Surrey Satellite Technology Limited's Space GPS Receiver, 2 based on the Zarlink (formerly GEC Plessey) chipset [7] . The software has been previously upgraded to perform Delay-Doppler mapping of reflected GPS signals as described in [8] , in a similar manner to that of the Parallel Delay Mapping Receiver described in [9] , but with the added feature of being able to map the signal as a function of Doppler frequency as well. The experiment is designed with the dual capabilities of processing data in real-time as well Fig. 2 . Location of the first raw data collection on March 12, 2004 . The satellite is traveling south with the white patches surrounding it representing predicted specular reflection points on the oceans surface. The specular reflection point just to the north of the satellite is that of GPS satellite number 27, the signal of which was subsequently detected using ground processing.
as logging and downloading raw sampled data from the GPS receiver for more intensive postprocessing on the ground. The signals shown below were all detected using ground processing on down linked raw datasets as sampled by the onboard data recorder. Following, the repeated analysis of these down linked datasets can be used to enhance the real-time signal mapping capability onboard the satellite and eventually perform ocean remote sensing in near real time.
B. Operations and Data Collection
As of the first week of June 2004 the raw data collections summarized in Table I were executed and down linked from the UK-DMC satellite. A detailed representation of the time and place of the first raw data collection, performed on March 12, 2004 , is shown in Fig. 2 . Data collections are chosen based on several criteria. Initially it must be determined that a specular reflection of one or more GPS satellites lie in the 3-dB footprint of the antenna on the ocean surface. Additionally, the presence of independent measurements at the time and location of the data collection is considered. Independent measurements could come from stationary buoys or even intersections with other ocean remote sensing satellites such as QuikSCAT or JASON.
When a desirable data collection time is found using the ground utilities, a request is made to the satellite operations team and an attempt is made to schedule the data capture on the satellite. In the later phases of this experiment it is hoped to collect data over ice and land surfaces in addition to oceans in an attempt to detect signals off different and often irregular surfaces. For a more detailed description of the bistatic remote sensing experiment and the methods of scheduling data collection opportunities, see [4] or for a demonstration of the real-time processing capabilities [8] . 
III. SIGNAL PROCESSING OVERVIEW
A. Coherent Versus Noncoherent Integration
In the following analysis several modifications have been made to the traditional GPS signal correlation process to suit our application. The largest of these simplifications lies in how the carrier phase is treated in the analysis, including the quasirandom phase shifts introduced by the GPS navigation data message.
As with most GPS signal processing, we begin by performing a coherent correlation over 1 ms of data. By coherent we mean that the signal is processed using both its in-phase and quadrature signals components separately, with the possibility of computing a carrier phase angle based on these two values. For the application of ocean remote sensing the detected signals are expected to be largely incoherent, for signals scattering from the ocean surface undergo a mixing of phases due to the interaction with the sea surface. Additionally, any phase information is lost when the signal magnitude is computed by squaring and adding the in-phase and quadrature signal components. Following, in our processing the phase components can be initially neglected.
A series of 1-ms coherent correlations are then accumulated, as shown in Fig. 3 , resulting in a mapping of the correlation power magnitude across a range of delays and Doppler frequency shifts. This accumulation of consecutive milliseconds is the noncoherent summation (or looks) referred to below. It is possible to integrate coherently over longer or shorter periods of time and then accumulate the correlation powers in a similar manner. Varying the coherent integration interval to arrive at an optimal value will be investigated as part of our ongoing research.
Initial results seem to indicate that the widening of the Doppler bandwidth that occurs when using shorter coherent integration periods obscures significant information in the delay-Doppler map. However, this needs to be weighed against the possible increased signal amplitude that could result from using shorter than 1-ms coherent integration times, as was demonstrated in [5] . Varying the integration time, affects the length of time needed to achieve the required looks at the surface, and ultimately, the measurement resolution. For longer coherent integration times, such as 5 ms for example, a total of 1 s of data is needed to take 200 looks to extract the signal shape, the same amount of time that normally produced 1000 looks using the nominal 1-ms coherent integration. During this time the specular point on the ocean surface is continually in motion. To achieve 1000 looks at 5-ms coherent integration would require 5 s of data, over which time the specular reflection point will move tens of kilometers and we are no longer strictly looking at the same point.
B. Brief Discussion of the Signal Search Process
To recover reflected GPS signals, the sampled data must be correlated with a locally generated replica with the appropriate code phase and Doppler frequency shift repeatedly over a range of delays and frequencies (see [10] or [11] or any other basic text on global positioning systems for a more detailed discussion of GPS signals). The selection of centers for the search frequencies and delays during this process can be approached in several ways including: 1) Estimate the frequency and time delay using available navigation information over a limited range of frequencies and delays until a combination of values that produces a successful correlation is found. 2) Use fast Fourier transforms to perform correlations at all delays for a given frequency in one step. This process is not described here but more information can be found in [12] . 3) Methodically search over all possible time delays and a complete or partial range of possible frequencies offsets. Whatever method is chosen, it is necessary to accumulate correlations over several milliseconds to discover the true shape of the scattered signal, which can then be used to invert sea information. As the signal is accumulated over time, while taking into account the changing dynamics, the overall signal correlation power can be determined as a function of delay and frequency. All searches involve correlating locally generated replicas with the raw sampled data at the output of the GPS receiver front-end, followed by changing the delay and frequency in small steps and repeating, thus eventually producing the one dimensional delay waveforms (where the Doppler is set constant and the delay is varied) to a full mapping of the signal in time and frequency space where both dimensions are searched.
Because, as mentioned above, the signal will be noncoherently summed over several 1-ms intervals, the effects of the system dynamics on the summation process needs to be considered. For the results shown here the maximum incoherent summation interval used was 1 s. However, a general consideration can be made for an incoherent summation interval of 1 s. In this case we would have to consider the first and second derivative terms of both the received code delay and the frequency terms making the analysis significantly more complicated. From our experience, we found that when the summation interval is limited to 1 s, the only term that has a noticeable effect on the correlation result is the velocity component of the code delay. Our processing neglects the higher order derivative terms relating to delay and all dynamics related frequency terms over the incoherent integration interval. It has been observed that the relative (i.e., the change in the center frequency between the 1st and 1000th incoherent summation of the reflected signal) center frequency changes on the order of several ten of hertz over 1 s. This may result in some "blurring" between Doppler bins but is otherwise negligible. For the purposes of signal detection we are correlating the signal with both the locally generated in-phase and quadrature components to extract the magnitude only. Coherent phase correlation is needed more for other applications such as absolute ranging in the case of performing sea height estimation, where the phases of the C/A code (several meters) and that of the L1 carrier (centimeters) can both be used to determine an absolute range and hence an ocean height estimate. This application has been explored in depth elsewhere [13] , [14] .
Another important consideration of the coherent integration interval is the extent to which longer coherent integrations can be used to eliminate cross-correlation between power in adjacent Doppler bins. The degree to which this can be accomplished will determine the unique area on the oceans surface corresponding to a delay-Doppler correlation and hence the achievable surface resolution.
In essence we must perform a signal search in the frequency domain and in the time domain. Position and velocity information provided during the normal GPS receiver operation is used to narrow the ranges of these searches considerably.
The practical implementation involves integrating outward from the specular point along iso-range lines of constant delay (as described in [9] ) while holding the frequency constant over the entire integration period. Subsequently, the trial frequency is changed and the process repeated. The maximum signal peak will be achieved using an initial frequency estimate at the point of specular reflection and then gradually scanning over the entire possible range of iso-Doppler lines where it is believed scattered signal power is present. This was what was done in generating the delay-Doppler maps presented in Section V.
The ability to integrate coherently for longer than 1 ms is something that on most GPS receivers is needed only in a limited sense, indoor GPS for example. In the case of signals scattered from the ocean surface a noncoherent summation technique is required. More importantly the end results are different, where in a traditional GPS data processing configuration the output is a pseudorange measurement, phase measurement, and a decoded navigation data stream; in the case of bistatic GNSS remote sensing we are interested in the time and frequency correlation shapes. For these shapes are in theory related to the sea surface [15] , [16] . Again, Fig. 3 illustrates the basic steps performed to generate individual points in the delay Doppler map.
C. Effects of Incoherent Integrations on Processed Signal-to-Noise Level
The noncoherent accumulation process, acts to both recover the signal shape from the effects of speckle noise as well as to increase the postprocessed SNR level. The signal gradually becomes visible as longer and longer summation times are used (see Figs. 4 and 5) . At each millisecond of integration, the contribution of a single look at the surface is accumulated. This is consistent with how signal waveforms are generated when detected from an incoherently scattering surface, such as in traditional radar remote sensing applications and outlined in [17] and [18] . A given number of looks are required to distinguish any signal through the speckle noise due to the incoherent scattering. However, an additional effect of the integration technique used is to raise the processed SNR level, thus slowly bringing the weakest signals above the noise floor. The more looks you take at a given area the more average scattering power appears through the noise. To demonstrate this, we can represent the output of the correlation process in the receiver for two cases, the first where there is no signal present and the output is only correlated noise (1) and a second case where the correlated power is a combination of noise and ocean-reflected signal such that (2) where represents the scattered signal power and that of the uncorrelated noise. We can now represent the noncoherent 
It is then useful to look for a positive difference between the two
Using the derivation as presented by Elachi [18] as a guide and applying standard statistics procedure, the expected variance of the mean is reduced by a factor of from the variance of the actual measurements Var
Var (7) and the resulting output SNR can then be shown as
As the signal is averaged over a long enough duration the signal shape gradually appears above the noise. This was demonstrated during prelaunch testing and shown to be reliable for notably weak signals [19] . As more and more samples are integrated onto the composite signal, the variance of the noise gradually reduces, thus revealing the signal correlation shape. In theory, this implies that all signals, no matter how weak, can be "detected" using a long enough integration period. However, practicalities will prohibit this and these limits need to be explored.
A practical demonstration of the signal processing procedure is important to move out of the purely theoretical domain and into the realm of real systems. The following demonstrations of time-and frequency-domain waveform mapping provide the foundation building blocks upon which more advanced techniques can be built. Next, a model will be implemented that will allow us to predict what the outputs of the above signal processing might yield in the unique case of a bistatically scattered GPS signal.
IV. MODELING THE EXPECTED SIGNALS
We have used outputs from our implementation of the widely used Zavorotny/Voronovich ocean scattering model [15] combined with sea condition inputs based on the Elfouhaily wave spectrum [16] to generate signals for comparison purposes. The general geometry of a bistatic GPS reflection is shown in Fig. 4 .
The above discussion focused on general signal detection for a general GPS range coded signal. In the case of bistatically scattered GPS radiation, the signal undergoes a scattering process at the earth's surface before being processed at the GPS receiver. This process needs to be modeled for the purposes of predicting the signal shapes we will measure.
Others have undertaken the challenge of modeling an oceanreflected GPS signal with some success. The existing methods all derive more or less from the bistatic radar equation that has been used for decades by scientists in analysing the scattering of electromagnetic waves from various surfaces [20] . Our formulation for the reflected signal waveform is based on the work of Zavorotny and Voronovich (10) where transmit power of GPS satellite; directional transmitter antenna gain; directional receiver antenna gain; path length from transmitter to point on surface ; path length from receiver to point on surface ; signal wavelength, cm for the case of GPS L1; dimensionless, normalized scattering coefficient; polarization-dependent Fresnel reflection coefficient; GPS correlation (triangle) function; attenuation due to Doppler misalignment; arbitrary surface, centered at the point of specular reflection; significantly small differential area within where it can be reasonably assumed that the scattering cross section remains constant.
The above formulation is consistent with the standard representations in the existing literature. At this point it suffices to say that the foundations of our model for the scattering of GPS signals off the ocean surface is based on the bistatic radar equation and agrees with the previous work on the subject. However, as described in some existing texts [17] , the received signal consists of both a coherent and scattered component. This representation, based on geometric optics and excluding all Bragg effects, assumes only incoherent scatter from the ocean surface, represented by .
For our initial requirements this formulation is adequate. However, it should be kept in mind that models in general are often only of limited use given the extremely complicated task of modeling the sea surface and its relation to metrological parameters, particularly wind. It may prove more useful to concentrate on empirical methods for sensing various ocean parameters, taking as an example current scatterometry methods for sensing winds. Given the early stage of this technology, we should be open to both sides of the modeling and/or empirical debate, and eventually be able to compare, or merge, one with the other in constructive ways, as was done for the case of scatterometry in [21] .
V. OCEAN-REFLECTED SIGNALS
A. Ocean-Reflected Signals Found Using the Methods Described Above
Figs. 5-10 show ocean-reflected signals found in the raw data using the above processing methods. There are several reasons why we believe that the signals detected and found consistently throughout the raw sets have been scattered off the ocean surface.
The most significant reason is the fact that the simulated model waveforms show good agreement with those of the detected signals; the process of fitting the model waveforms with the detected signals is described in more detail in Section VI. The signal shape is also in agreement with the signal detected by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from the Space Shuttle [5] and with other aircraft-based signal detections [22] , [23] .
Below is a summary of additional evidence for reflected signals and against other external effects that could disguise themselves as the waveforms we are seeing.
1) The delay and Doppler frequency centers can be predicted to within a constant offset and are distinctly different from the direct (GPS transmitter to receiver) signals detected at the same time.
2) The fact that the signals have been consistently detected across the entire 20 s of data rule out the possibility of cross-correlations from another GPS satellite (due to the change of frequencies involved). 3) Local multipath would not be expected to exhibit itself with the shapes nor the delays and Doppler offsets observed.
4) The delay-Doppler maps of the detected signals indicate
that the signal is present over a large area of time and frequency space. This would be expected for incoherently scattered power from the oceans surface and not representative of a direct signal of any sort. Having said that, the final proof will lie in the eventual connection of the signal waveforms with an ocean observable, such as the sea surface winds, which has already been generally observed, and will be the focus of much future research.
B. Effects of Noncoherent Integration
The effects of noncoherent integration described previously can be demonstrated using any one of the reflected signals detected in the existing datasets. We have chosen a relatively strong signal (that of GPS PRN 28 detected on March 12, Fig. 5 ) to contrast with a weak signal detected under what are believed to be rough seas (that of GPS PRN 29 on May 24, Fig. 6 ).
In the case of the stronger signal of March 12, the signal is partially visible after only 1 ms of integration. However, it can be seen that several additional looks need to be taken to extract the real signal shape. The signal shape is distinguishable after both 10 and 100 ms of summation and additional smoothing was achieved by accumulating up to 1 s.
In contrast, the signal found on May 24, shows a much noisier signal, which could only be seen above the noise floor after 200 ms of summation. After 10 ms of summation the shadow of the signal can be made out upon close inspection, but with respect to the noise floor across the entire range of delays it could not be said for sure if this was signal or just a noise effect. It was necessary to perform 200 1-ms summations before the signal could be seen distinctly from spurious noise peaks across the entire range of possible delays. Subsequently, after 1 s of 1-ms summations the signal reveals itself in the expected form. For this example, the longer period of noncoherent summation is increasing the processed SRN as described in (9) .
C. Effect of Incidence Angle on the Signal Correlation Shape
For the last three raw datasets collected, two separate oceanreflected signals were found throughout the entire 20-s data collection interval, in each case those of GPS satellites PRN 29 and PRN 26. This allows us to make a comparison of the effect of incidence angle on the overall shape of the waveforms, since the locations of the two specular reflection points resulted in different incidence angles (or inversely, grazing angles) at the receiver.
The effect on the signal due to geometry must be eliminated before any estimate can be made concerning the ocean surface. These include several terms of (10), including path delays, antenna gain patterns, and reflection coefficients, all approximated to the best of our knowledge for these examples. The transmitting and receiving antenna patterns were modeled, and the exact locations of the GPS transmitter and the UK-DMC satellite were known as determined from the 1-Hz navigation solution output as part of normal operation of the GPS receiver. Complicating the analysis is the fact that for two specular reflection points separated by a considerable distance, it cannot be assumed that the ocean conditions are sufficiently correlated, where significant wind variations are possible over the vast areas under consideration.
Shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are a pair of detected signals found in a dataset that contained two specular reflection points within the antenna 3-dB footprint, in this case on June 3, 2004 . The horizontal axis is GPS C/A code chips, which correspond roughly to 293 m or 1 s of delay, and the vertical axis is correlation magnitude.
The signals were found using the above-described techniques with an summation interval of 1 s and are shown together with an approximate batch least squares fitting of the simulated model delay waveform as described above.
D. Delay-Doppler Signal Maps
To appreciate the true importance of an ocean-scattered signal it is necessary to generate a delay-Doppler map showing the correlated signal power over a range of frequency bins and time delays. The delay-Doppler Map is best visualized using a three-dimensional rotated representation, with Doppler frequency shown on the horizontal axis and delay on the vertical with signal strength represented as a color scale. Figs. 9 and 10 show maps generated for signals found in March 12 and May 21 datasets, respectively. Fig. 9 is a Delay-Doppler Map of the very first and strongest signal found to date at two consecutive seconds in time. The movement of the signal from 1 s to the next is noticeable in the changing delay on the vertical axis between the two images. It also becomes apparent that the signal spread varies between seconds although the general shape remains the same. This variation needs to be studied carefully in order to optimize the best way to fit the model functions and invert ocean statistics. A consideration of the complete delay-Doppler map, as demonstrated in [24] may turn out to be the most robust, albeit a computationally intensive, method. For strong signals such as this one, where the processed SNR reached as high as 7 dB at times, the process should be easier than for weaker signals such as those found in May 21 data and shown in Fig. 10 .
The final signal image is that of the relatively weak GPS PRN 26 reflection after performing 1 s of noncoherent summations over a complete range of delay and Doppler bins. The incident angle of the specular reflection point was approximately 21 from the subsatellite point. At a larger incidence the effects of the antenna beam pattern and geometry will have a greater influence on the signal spread acting in conjunction with the dominant factor contributing to spreading, the sea waves. The larger spread of the signal in delay and Doppler is visible when compared to the March 12 signal. Efforts are underway to determine the sea conditions at the times and places of the different data collections as part of the process to develop inversion algorithms, described briefly in the next section.
These delay-Doppler maps are similar to what was expected from our signal modeling and that have been shown in other simulations [25] . The distinct horseshoe shape expected is clearly evident. These plots were generated by finely stepping across delay and Doppler space until the majority of the signal power was detected. For the purposes of inverting sea state parameters it is possible to divide the surface into small patches of limited resolution and make a measurement using only the power reflected off that patch. This will be the subject of future research, including the determination as to what resolution and to what accuracy the maps shown below can be broken apart and analyzed.
An interesting feature in these plots is a clearly noticeable asymmetry that could have applications in the determination of wind and wave direction. This utilization of the signal anisotropy has been previously presented using the analysis of signals found during aircraft campaigns [26] .
VI. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES
A. Model Fitting to the Detected Waveforms
Initially, model waveforms were generated from (10) using trial wind speeds input into the wave spectrum of [16] to obtain the directional mean square slopes of the surface waves. The resultant suite of waveforms was then fitted by minimizing the cost function shown below in (11) . In essence we are varying the wind speed across a wide range of values, and together with the reflection geometry, finding a suitable match for the observed waveform (11) where delay of the peak of the model waveform; magnitude of the model waveform, scaled to fit the actual signal level; wind speed 10 m above the ocean surface, as input into the Elfouhaily wave spectrum; number of aligned samples between the detected and model waveforms; correlation power delay response, the detected signal waveform; model predicted correlation power delay response.
The model-generated delay waveforms and those of the signals found in the raw datasets were matched using a batch least squares method involving five parameters; noise floor, peak power , delay , wind speed , and length of chips . The noise floor is calculated by taking the mean of a limited number of measurements at delays before the start of the signal. The peak power is determined to be the maximum point of the signal waveform. When the noise floor and the peak power have been determined the model waveform is then scaled using these minimum and maximum values respectively. Next, the cost function is optimized with respect to delay. As the model waveform delay is adjusted over values of the cost function minimizes for a given delay offset, this offset is then set constant for all wind speeds. The least squares cost function is then minimized for waveforms generated under different wind speeds , ranging from 2-16 m/s in steps of 1 m/s. The model waveforms were compared over a limited set of samples , for the least squares procedure, lengths of 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20 chips were all tested. This procedure was executed for a minimum of three different signals (all computed using 1 s of noncoherent summation) and the average was determined to be the best fit for the detected signal, and hence the model wind speed estimate shown in Table I . This is not an attempt to validate the model in rigorous detail, for there are too many unknowns in the system and several approximations were deemed necessary. For example, the antenna bore sight direction was not corrected for spacecraft attitude, the antenna gain pattern was only roughly modeled and the wind direction was always arbitrary but equal for all the model waveforms. Regardless, we have managed to show how the signals detected vary with respect to geometry and sea conditions and how the existing models could be used to account for these observed changes. This is the most convincing proof that the signals being detected have been scattered from the ocean surface.
B. Preliminary Ocean Remote Sensing
We have chosen to highlight the data collections that occurred where in situ measurements were considered to be trustworthy, using satellite measurements from the QuikSCAT scatterometer. Independent measurements of sea winds existed from QuikSCAT that covered the exact locations over the data collections for May 21 and 24, as well as for June 3. There was also reasonable consistency between the independent measurements taken both before and after the time of data collection, indicating that the sea was probably not varying greatly over the hours in question. As an additional check, the outputs of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) model were used to predict the sea winds over the same area in an attempt to provide a higher level of confidence. Table II shows the wind estimates from the ECMWF weather model, the best available QuikSCAT measurements, and a wind estimate obtained from the Zavorontny/Voronovich model waveform described above for the last three data collections.
From the table it can be seen that the sea seemed to be roughest on May 24, there is agreement between the signals, models and the independent sources as well as in the noisy appearance and low SNR that indicate that the ocean was probably quite rough. The estimates on the other two days indicate that, although not as windy as on May 24, there was still a significant presence of wind induced waves on May 21 and June 3, possibly slightly higher winds on June 3. Unfortunately, the strongest signals were those of March 12 and 23, where the relative SNRs reached as high as 7 and 5 dB, respectively. No reference data was available to draw conclusions from and make comparisons with the reflected signals found on these dates.
Upon detailed inspection the QuikSCAT data for May 21 reveals that the seas may well have been calmer at the location of satellite 26's specular reflection as compared with the location of satellite 29's specular reflection. We are in effect taking two measurements using sea-reflected signals at different places in parallel. We can in theory trace those two points across the ocean surface for as long as the specular reflection points remain visible. The signal model was not able to distinguish this possible difference, but it is possible that the sea conditions had changed slightly or more likely that the noise on the trailing edge of the signal had an exaggerated influence on the least squares model fitting, especially at increased wind speeds.
The primary difficulties encountered so far have been the lack of accurate independent measurements at the exact times and locations of the specular reflection points and, as mentioned, the large amount of noise on some of the signals, even after 1 s of averaging. The former made any attempt to determine the accuracy of the wind speed detection capabilities problematic and the latter making the fitting of the model waveforms difficult. Both of these issues can be overcome with time as more data are collected and the system subtleties become fully understood and compensated for when necessary. This experiment was intended to bring issues like this to the surface so that future missions can adjust and optimize their designs.
C. Discussion of Future Estimation Strategies
A primary focus of this paper was to present some of the ocean-reflected signals found and describe the methods used to find them. However, it has always been our intention to use these signals to remotely sense the earth's environment, not only that of the ocean but possibly over land [27] and ice surfaces [28] as well. The methods to do this have been advanced to some degree by the data processed during aircraft campaigns. It has been shown that it is possible to extract sea wind information by analysing both the trailing edge of the detected signal as well as by fitting the entire waveform [22] . We intend to concentrate initially on the fitting of the entire waveform to model predictions as described above to invert surface statistics. Although this is the most mature method in some regards, other methods could also prove valuable. For example, it has been demonstrated that by using information contained in the Doppler spread of the waveform, statistics related to the surface slopes can be inverted [29] , and very approximate estimates of the Doppler half power bandwidths have been provided as a crude test of this proposal.
It has also been suggested that there is a sea state dependence on the ratio of right-hand to left-hand circularly polarized radiation present [30] in the detected signals. Unfortunately, the polarization of the antenna on the UK-DMC is left-hand circular only. Future experiments and missions should have this capability for it could result in a relatively quick inversion that could be performed with a minimum of processing.
It should be kept in mind that the requirements for a useful scientific instrument differ from those of a system intended to, for example, improve maritime-safety for the general public. It is thought that for applications that do not require high levels of accuracy or spatial precision, the relative SNR may be of use in sensing the presence of dangerous seas. Although not applicable to systems demanding high accuracy, such a method could be of use in averting accidents at sea. By developing a warning system that could enable ship captains to avoid potentially dangerous seas it would be possible to prevent disasters such as that which occurred in 2002 off the coast of Africa.
To realize such a system several obstacles need to be overcome. In normal scatterometry applications, using the absolute returned signal power to sense the ocean is augmented by an array of instruments that estimate the various atmospheric attenuations present and make corrections. There is substantial evidence that the longer wavelength L-band signals transmitted by the GPS constellation will be less affected by the atmospheric attenuations that complicate the higher frequency instruments [31] . For the experiment configuration on the UK-DMC, matters are complicated by the fact that the absolute signal level is adjusted by an automatic gain control; hence, the power levels of the received signals are relative. However, the effects of the automatic gain control can be estimated and current work is examining the link between sea surface winds/roughness and the processed power levels.
An important part of the model inversion assessment is to gather suitable validation data from independent measurement sources. Currently, such an exercise is underway using primarily the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration buoy network and overpasses of both the QuikSCAT and JASON satellites. These sources provide information on wind speed, significant wave height and ocean mean square slopes that can be used in refining the model fit to the reflected GPS signals. Over the lifetime-of the UK-DMC experiment it will be possible to build up a large database of such measurements for validation under a wide range of ocean conditions.
VII. CONCLUSION
Considering only the existing datasets at the time-of writing; of the nine possible ocean-reflected signals contained within the 3-dB limits of the antenna bean pattern, all nine have been detected. The signal shapes exhibit the general characteristics that have been predicted by existing models and detected on previous aircraft and spaceborne experiments. The initial results shown here are intended to convey primarily that GPS signals scattered from the ocean surface are detectable on a repeatable basis from low earth orbit, and that these signals vary in general accordance with the best knowledge of the sea conditions at the times and places of the measurements.
It has been shown that by using a direct method of noncoherent summations of 1-ms coherent correlations, signals can be reliably detected. We have shown here that the bistatically scattered GPS signals are detectable using available hardware from a low earth orbiting spacecraft. There were numerous doubts that the ocean-scattered signals would be too weak to be detected above the background noise given the relatively low gain of the antenna and high altitude of the experiment configuration. This has proven not to be the case and ocean-scattered signals are being detected on a regular basis. This is good news for all involved, for meeting the hardware requirements for the various applications becomes easier. For applications such as altimetry, where stronger signals are required, this opens up possibilities to improve the accuracy that could be achieved.
Much still needs to be done to make optimum use of the UK-DMC orbital experiment. It is planned to collect data over seas under a wide range of conditions and in the presence of independent measurements over the satellite's lifetime. Additionally, the collection of data over very rough seas (to calibrate the limits of the incoherent summation technique) and the archiving of data over land and ice surfaces will be attempted. This is all over and above the extensive analysis of the existing delay-Doppler maps that will be needed to properly understand these initial results.
This work will provide the impetus for the development of future space-based missions. Such missions should be able to provide the general public and the scientific community with measurements covering the entire globe on a timely basis. The number of available GNSS surface reflections and the low cost of this technology provide the potential to perform very dense sampling at high temporal resolution across small (mesoscale) features of the oceans surface.
The applications that this could impact are significant, ranging from global climate weather models to marine ocean safety. Eventually, the bistatically reflected signals from the GPS, and in the future Galileo constellations will develop to a point where affordable spacecraft performing ocean remote sensing using these signals can be launched on a regular basis.
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